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Introduction
I Thasoftenbeensuggestedthat simulationsof turbulentjets couldprovide the necessary sound source information for jet noise
predictions via Lighthill’s acoustic analogy.1 Such an application
of Lighthill’s equation is useful for two reasons. First, it provides
a framework for identifying and modeling acoustic sources in a
turbulent  ow. Second, it may provide a less expensive means of
computing the sound generatedby turbulent  ows because the  ow
equationswould need to be computed only in the source region.
An importantprecursor to making such predictionsin the general
case is to quantify the accuracy of the acoustic  eld that can be ex-
pected for speci c  ows, given thediscretenumericalrepresentation
of the source terms. The accuracydepends,on one hand, to what ex-
tent computationalerrorsmay affect the acousticsourcesand, on the
otherhand,how reliable theapproximationsare that aremade in sep-
aratingsource terms frompropagationterms in the acousticanalogy.
These issues were addressed in detail for vortex pairing in a two-di-
mensionalmixing layer by Colonius et al.,2 and the Lighthill acous-
tic analogyhasbeensuccessfullyappliedto an axisymmetricjet3 and
a periodicregionof turbulence,4 but it is as yet uncleartowhat extent
the conclusions of these previous studies apply to a turbulent jet.
A commonly voiced concern is that quadrupole cancellationsof
the source might be upset by discretizationerrors, leading to an er-
roneouslymore ef cient dipole- or monopole-type source (see, for
example, the discussion by Crighton5). Truncation of the source at
a  nite location downstreamcan also lead to enhanced radiation by
similarly disrupting cancellations that should occur.3 In this Note,
we address the accuracy of the acoustic analogy prediction given
sources determined by a direct numerical simulation of a Mach
1.92 turbulent jet.6 The results will be compared with the jet noise
 eld computed in that simulation.Details of the computed  ow eld
(mean  ow, turbulent statistics, etc.) and the numerical methodol-
ogy may be found in Ref. 6 and references therein. Although the
simulated jet could not be compared explicitly to an experiment at
the same  ow conditions, it was shown to have peak noise intensity
within a 1–2 dB of jets at comparable Mach numbers. Turbulent
stresses and mean  ow development were shown to be similarly
realistic.6
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Methodology and Results
We start with the well-known equation of Lighthill1:
@2 q
@t2
¡ a2o
@2 q
@x j@x j
=
@2Ti j
@xi@x j
(1)
where
Ti j = q u iu j + ( p ¡ a2o q ) d i j (2)
and the viscous stresseshave been neglected.We use the full instan-
taneous  ow eld, including the density, to compute the Lighthill
source given by the right-hand side of Eq. (2). The instantaneous
 ow eld from simulation was archived at roughly 7000 times (at
increments of 10 computational time steps) after a statistically sta-
tionarystatewas achieved.For practicalreasons,thedatawere saved
only at every other computational node. A large number of terms
are involved in computing Lighthill’s source in cylindrical coordi-
nates (the transformations are straightforward but tedious and will
not be reproduced here), including second spatial derivatives of the
computational data and some terms with O(1/ r 2) coordinate sin-
gularities. To remedy obvious numerical dif culties near r =0, the
instantaneous  ow data were interpolated onto a Cartesian mesh
in this region, and the right-hand side of Lighthill’s equation was
then computed in Cartesian coordinates.It appeared that the coarser
mesh and the complexity of the Lighthill source term accentuated
the standard problems associated with this coordinate singularity.
Sixth-order compact schemes7 were used for differentiation of the
data, and fourth-orderB-splines were used for the interpolation.
In Fig. 1 the instantaneous acoustic  eld (dilatation) from the
simulation is plotted for the axisymmetricand  rst azimuthalmodes
(m =0 and 1, respectively). These two azimuthalmodes accountfor
approximately80%of the noise radiation from this jet. The acoustic
 eld is clearly dominated by Mach waves at angles between 45 and
55 deg from the jet axis, and the apparent source of these waves is a
region of the jet between about x =10ro and 20ro. This corresponds
Azimuthal modem = 0; eight contours between ¡¡ 0.01 and 0.01
Azimuthal modem = 1; eight contours between ¡¡ 0.005 and 0.005
Fig. 1 Contours of ro r ¢ u/Uj in the acoustic  eld (negative contours
are dashes).
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Fig.2 Contoursof the instantaneousTij,ij in the planeµ= 0, ¼: 10 even-
ly spaced contours between § 5½jU2j /r
2
o .
to the region where the potential core closes and where it might be
expected that large-scale structures propagate with speeds super-
sonic relative to the ambient.
Figure 2 shows an instantaneous visualization of the Lighthill
source term Ti j,i j at the plane h =0, p through the jet axis at the
same instant in time as the acoustic  elds plotted in Fig. 1. It is clear
that, instantaneously, the smallest scales are dominant contributors
to the total source.Although this may at  rst seem inconsistentwith
the view of the wave  elds of Fig. 1, it is important to recall that
only Fourier components with supersonic phase velocities radiate
to the far  eld. The acoustic ef ciency of the sources is also likely
related to their size, with larger scales potentially making greater
contributions.
To determinethe acoustic eld from the computedsource,Eq. (1)
must be solved. A variety of methods are available for this task.
From an analytical point of view, the simplest method would be
to invert the wave operator with the appropriate Green’s function.
However, the resulting integrals depend on the source at retarded
times. Given the large amount of data that would have to be sorted
and interpolatedfor every such combinationof source and observer
location, this approach was deemed impractical. Instead we em-
ployed the less computationallyintensivemethod (at least for com-
puting the sound out to moderate distances from the jet) of solving
the wave equation directly in the time domain using  nite differ-
ences. The wave equation was discretized in x and r with the same
sixth-order-accurate compact  nite difference scheme used in the
jet computationsand integrated forward in time with a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta time algorithm.The sourcewasFourier transformedin
the azimuthaldirectionbecause thewave equation is linear and each
azimuthal mode may, in turn, be found independently.The compu-
tational grid was chosen to be identical to that on which the source
datawere savedexceptthat in the radialdirectionwe interpolatedthe
source (using a sixth-order-accuratecompact interpolationscheme)
to a staggeredmesh to facilitatedifferencingthrough the polar coor-
dinate singularity.8 One-dimensionalcharacteristicboundarycondi-
tionswere used togetherwith a buffer region near the computational
boundary, where the damping terms were added to the wave equa-
tion to attenuate re ections from the boundaries.9
The source terms at a given instant in time were computed by
cubic spline interpolation of the sources at the discrete intervals in
time available from the  ow simulation. To avoid sharp initial tran-
sientsproducedby activatingthe sourcediscontinuouslyat t =0, the
source was ramped-up over a time period that was long compared
to the dominant frequencies in the acoustic  eld.
In addition, the computed source was spatially windowed with
a function that smoothly decayed from unity to zero for x / r0 < 3,
x / r0 > 32, and r / r0 > 3. The window transition was accomplished
with a hyperbolic tangent function over a width of r0. This rather
aggressive windowing of the sources should be contrasted to the
methods employed in previous studies of unsteady laminar  ows,2,3
where the detailed nature of the source terms in frequency space
had to be known a priori to achieve an accurate truncation.
In Fig. 3 the acoustic  eld found by the method outlined is com-
pared with the simulation solution for the axisymmetric and  rst
azimuthal modes, respectively.The dilatation is plotted along lines
of constant r in the acoustic  eld. The quantitative agreement be-
tween theLighthillpredictionsand the  ow simulationis quitegood,
especially for the  rst azimuthal mode.
Azimuthal modem = 0
Azimuthal modem = 1
Fig. 3 Comparisonof the instantaneousdilatation from the simulation
data (——) and solution of Lighthill’s equation (- - - -).
Note that the good agreement between the  ow simulation and
Lighthill’s equation is obtained despite the aggressive source win-
dowing discussed.Apparently in the turbulent jet there is suf cient
decay or decorrelation of the sources by x / r0 =32 to obviate the
need for a more careful truncation procedure. The agreement also
con rms the very minor impact that viscous terms would have on
the radiated sound.
The Lighthill solution was found to be somewhat contaminated
by apparentlyerroneoushigh-wave-numbersound,and some spuri-
ous smooth waves were also evident. (These can be seen as smooth
oscillations for small x in the curves of Fig. 3.) We suspect that the
high-wave-number noise is primarily due to differentiation of the
computationaldata on the coarsermesh on which the  owwas sim-
ulated. Another similar possibility is that aliasing caused by saving
the data at every other mesh point without  rst  ltering the solu-
tions on the  ner mesh spawned some spurious high-wave-number
sound waves. However, because the physical waves have a much
lower wave number than the spuriouswaves, smoothing of the data
(linear  ltering) effectively eliminates the spurious noise without
signi cantly affecting the generationof the smooth waves from the
computed source.
Conclusions
The acoustic analogy approach was directly veri ed for a fully
turbulent Mach 1.92 jet. Because the full source (save the viscous
contributions) was used in computing the acoustic  eld, this result
is, in a limited sense, a consistencycheckon the numerics.However,
it has often been suggested that artifacts of the discretizationcould
lead tomore powerful soundsources than the turbulence,which was
shown not to be the case in the present calculations. Moreover, it
was found that a straightforwardtruncationof the turbulent sources
did not lead to spurious radiation, as had been the case in previous
calculationswith unsteady laminar  ows.
This is an important  rst step toward analyzing the details of
the acoustic sources in the jet. For example, the sourcemay now be
con dentlydecomposedin a varietyofways to isolate contributions
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from different scales of motion or from different constituent com-
ponents of the source, for example, linear vs nonlinear terms. Such
analysis will be presented in future studies.
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Introduction
T HE possibility of controlling boundary layers to delay tran-sition is a subject that has received much attention within
the aerodynamics research community because of the lower skin-
friction drag in laminar  ow. It has long been known that small
amounts of surface suction can, in theory, greatly enhance the sta-
bility characteristics of an attached boundary layer and thereby re-
duce drag and, hence, operating costs by delaying transition. At
Southampton over the past eight years there has been a program of
research into the experimental applicationof distributed suction for
theautomaticcontrolofboundary-layertransition.In the initialwork
a platewith two independentsuctionpanelswas used, eitherwith or
without a freestreampressure gradient. The individual suction  ow
rates were controlled, maintaining transition at a desired location
while minimizing a cost function based on the sum of squares of
the suction  ow rates,1,2 which gives a rough approximation to the
power consumption of the pumps used in the suction system. This
Received 8 October 1998; revision received 25August 1999;accepted for
publication1 September 1999.Copyright c° 1999 by theAmerican Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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formulation,which is basedon thedesignrequirementsfor a nacelle,
gives a nonlinearly constrained optimization problem. To solve it,
an algorithmwas developed3 basedon a gradientprojectionmethod.
In addition to the experimental work, which is detailed in
Refs. 1–3, a complementary program of theoretical modeling has
been performed.This work was aimed at both modeling the experi-
ments and extending the scope of the research by consideringmore
suctionpanelsandmore realisticgeometries such asNACA airfoils.
The modeling consists of the numerical solution of an interactive
boundary-layer formulation for the  ow, a linear stability analysis
using the Orr–Sommerfeld equation, and transition prediction us-
ing the eN method, followed by an update of the suction  ow rates
using the same basic strategy as that used in the experiments. As
formulated, it mimics the experiments,which enables us to investi-
gate more complex con gurations. This Note presents some of the
results from the theoretical modeling. Further details of our recent
work in this area can be found in Ref. 4.
The calculations described were performed for air at standard
conditions (m = 1.5 £ 10 ¡ 5 m2s ¡ 1) with a freestream velocity of
U˜ =20ms ¡ 1 , a referencelengthof L˜ =1m, and a valueof NT = 4.3
in the eN method, corresponding to a freestream turbulence level
of approximately 0.5% as found in the wind tunnel used for the
experiments.
Flat Plate Con guration
Withno suction,transitionis predictedto occurat x ¼ 0.93, so that
any useful suctionpanelmust have at least its leadingedgeupstream
of this position.Calculationswere performed using a single suction
panel in the region 0.4·x ·0.72. Initially, as suction is applied,
the change in xT is close to linear, with a relatively small amount of
suction moving transition a signi cant distance downstream until
xt ¼ 1.4, when Cq = ¡ v˜w / U˜ ¼ 10 ¡ 4 . However, as more suction is
applied, the slope of the curve changes until the transition asymp-
totes to a constant position between x =1.6 and 1.65. When this
occurs, the boundary layer on the suction panel is extremely thin,
and increasing the suction  ow rate has little effect on the stability
characteristics of the  ow downstream of the panel. Hence, for a
single panel, after a certain point, further suction effort is largely
wasted in terms of delaying the onset of transition. Furthermore,
a reasonable estimate of the maximum distance that transition can
be moved downstream is obtained by adding the transition posi-
tion with zero suction to the position of the downstream end of the
suction panel (xT = 0.93 + 0.72 =1.65).
A two-panel con guration, similar to that used in the experi-
ments, was also investigated. The panels were at 0.28·x ·0.48
and 0.58·x ·0.78. Contours of the value of xT for combinations
of the suction  ow rates are shown in Fig. 1, as is the contourof the
cost function for the optimum value when xd = 1.5. In this case, it
is clear that there is a single global optimum for each value of xd
and that for low values of xd the optimum has essentially the same
suction  ow rate on both panels. The latter result was also found
in the experiments.2 The transition position and suction  ow rates
plotted against the iteration number k are shown in Fig. 2. There
Fig. 1 Transition position for two suction panels as a function of the
Cq £ £ 104; contours are for constant xT up to xT = 1.5 in increments of
0.1; also shown is the contour for the optimumvalue of the cost function
when xd = 1.5. The optimum is given by the point closest to the origin
where the lines are tangential.
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